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Release Notes 

IQS Trubox v.1.17.2 

Oct. 25, 2017 
 

NEW 

Risk Management  Risk Management tracks assessment, review and mitigation of risks to a 
company. The module is a platform upon which a company can define a 
common context for prioritizing risk and providing evidence of 
management involvement. 
 

 

TRUBOX-2292  A Document option has been added to the child related records view in 
Product Maintenance. 
 

TRUBOX-2184 Changes made to a sysadmin account will now update real time (the user 
will no longer need to log out and back in). 
 

TRUBOX-2180 
 

Removed the Analysis tile from Workspace options as the functionality was 
not complete and causing errors. 
 

TRUBOX-1884 List Grid search has been improved to only search keywords after pressing 
enter. 
 

TRUBOX-1881 When creating a new Inspection Plan and providing it revision information, 
the inspection plan number will be listed as “New Record”. 
 

TRUBOX-1819 
 

Made an aesthetic improvement with list grids to minimize the line spacing 
between record listings. 
 

TRUBOX-1329 
 

Removed the ‘ONE OF’ operator from form rules. 

TRUBOX-703 Made an improvement where the maintenance tab is automatically closed 
when opening Form Definition. 
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FIXES 

TRUBOX-2413 Fixed an issue where our Global Search was not searching partial words. 
Search criteria now requires having at least 3 characters to find records. 
 

TRUBOX-2255 Fixed an issue where double clicking, or attempting to add, a Related 
Record would cause the top menu to be covered by a gray bar and unable 
to navigate Trubox. 
 

TRUBOX-2209 MySQL only. Fixed an issue where there was an error appearing after 
Product Copy. 
 

TRUBOX-2158 Fixed an issue where ODS format export only allowed 41 rows per 
spreadsheet in excel. 
 

TRUBOX-2153 Fixed an issue where users were not allowed to create new Customer 
Communication or Product records without the ADMIN permission. Users 
with READ, UPDATE and CREATE can now create records. 
 

TRUBOX-2126 Fixed an issue where if the maintenance form contained more tabs than 
space available, a scroller was appearing on the left-hand side of the form 
and covering the tabs. The scroller now appears on the far-right hand side 
and does not impede usability. 
 

TRUBOX-2121 Fixed an issue with Workspace where tiles aligned and arranged differently 
after closing and reopening. 
 

TRUBOX-2113 Fixed an issue where all files were exporting as .xlsx format despite other 
available options. PDF and HTML are now supported export formats again. 
 

TRUBOX-2104 Fixed an issue with Quality Costs where if a user input labor cost prior to 
time, it would clear out to a figure of $0.00. There was also an 
improvement made where if an employee has a salary rate and no hourly 
rate, an hourly rate is calculated automatically from the employee’s salary 
provided. 
 

TRUBOX-2098 
TRUBOX-1623 
TRUBOX-1065 
 

Fixed an issue with form rules where a condition using a field type was 
changing from the name to sysid after closing and reopening the form. 
 

TRUBOX-2097 Fixed an issue where a custom field would remain on the form after it was 
deleted. The system will now require you to manually remove the custom 
field from the form before it can be deleted from the list. 
 

TRUBOX-2063 MySQL only. Fixed an issue where certain modules were not loading and 
causing a hang. 
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TRUBOX-2048 Fixed an issue where Custom Tasks were not populating in the Calendar 
view. Please reference our documentation on how to activate this feature. 
 

TRUBOX-2045 Fixed an issue where the hide header option in form definition was not 
functioning when the option was selected. 
 

TRUBOX-2025 Fixed an issue where Checklist items with null ‘Question’ values adopted 
existing values in the list. 
 

TRUBOX-2018 Fixed an issue where new communication records could not be created 
while another communications record was open or in process, regardless if 
in a different module. 
 

TRUBOX-2010 Fixed an issue where checkbox fields were not properly aligning amongst 
themselves if they had abnormally long titles. The default alignment will 
align these fields by the colon. A sysadmin can change the alignment in the 
maintenance form’s form configuration by changing the alignment settings. 
 

TRUBOX-1999 Fixed an issue where numerical and date values were being exported as 
incorrect data types, causing an issue when attempting to create formulas in 
excel. 
 

TRUBOX-1974 Fixed an alignment issue noticeable when having many child records. 
 

TRUBOX-1971 Fixed an issue where text fields configured with ‘No Title’ were adopting 
their width based on what the title width would have been. 
 

TRUBOX-1965 Fixed an issue where Document Change History fields were not clearing 
when using the Archive Document Wizard. 
 

TRUBOX-1949 Fixed an issue where the right arrow of a pull-down menu was being cut off 
in editable grids. 
 

TRUBOX-1920 Fixed an issue where the Document Approved By grid display was not 
populating column headings. 
 

TRUBOX-1919 MySQL only. Fixed an issue where the Supplier Communications listing was 
not functional due to a SQL syntax error. 
 

TRUBOX-1916 Fixed an issue where field validators for cross reference fields were not 
allowing a user to clear the values. A clear button was added to cross 
reference fields to resolve this problem. 
 

TRUBOX-1880 Fixed an issue where Product Inspection Plan Characteristic’s Special 
Instructions were not copying over. 
 

TRUBOX-1876 Fixed an issue in Documents where approvers’ user IDs were not displaying 
correctly within the form. 
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TRUBOX-1875 MySQL only. Fixed an issue where Change Requests involving Approvals in 

the Calendar view where causing an error when selected. 
 

TRUBOX-1789 Fixed an issue where required fields where displaying as required in the List 
Grid when used as a search keyword. 
 

TRUBOX-1048 Fixed an issue in Employee Communications where saving caused an 
infinite loop. 
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